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Figure 1: HapticLock uses non-visual interactionmodalities for discreet eyes-free PIN entry. Users select PIN digits by swiping
up or down (a), with Morse Code vibration patterns (b) for feedback about the currently selected digit. Users confirm selection
with a double tap (c), to move to the next digit, continuing until the PIN is complete.

ABSTRACT
Smartphones provide access to increasing amounts of personal and
sensitive information, yet are often only secured using methods
that are prone to observational attacks. We present HapticLock,
a novel authentication method for mobile devices that uses non-
visual interaction modalities for discreet PIN entry that is difficult
to attack by shoulder surfing. A usability experiment (N=20) finds
effective PIN entry in secure conditions: e.g., in 23.5s with 98.3%
success rate for a four-digit PIN entered from a random start digit.
A shoulder surfing experiment (N=15) finds that HapticLock is
highly resistant to observational attacks. Even when interaction
is highly visible, attackers need to guess the first digit when PIN
entry begins with a random number, yielding a very low success
rate for shoulder surfing. Furthermore, a device can be hidden from
view during authentication. Our use of haptic interaction modalities
gives privacy-conscious mobile device users a usable and secure
authentication alternative for sensitive situations.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Smartphones contain increasing amounts of personal and sensitive
data (e.g., photos, contact information, emails) and provide access to
many services where security is crucial (e.g., bank accounts, mobile
payment apps, apps with saved credit cards, etc). Protecting access
to smartphones is therefore crucial, as they are a prime target for
security attacks. Users secure their smartphones using a variety of
authentication methods, including PINs, passwords and patterns
entered using the touchscreen [21]. However, such methods are
prone to observational attacks, where an attacker discovers how to
gain access by viewing how a user authenticates via the screen.

Shoulder surfing (observing someone’s informationwithout their
consent) can be a straightforward way of obtaining authentication
secrets. Many smartphone users have experienced being shoulder
surfed by strangers and have admitted to shoulder surfing others
(e.g., on public transport) [19]. Authentication can be breached by
simply watching or recording someone as they enter their PIN,
password or lock pattern [8, 19, 23, 28]. More nuanced approaches,
like smudge attacks [8, 9] and thermal attacks [1, 2], can even be
used to infer a secret after the user has finished (e.g., using a thermal
camera to identify residual heat from touchscreen PIN entry [1, 2]).

The risk of shoulder surfing has motivated significant research
into alternative authentication schemes. One approach is to explore
alternative interaction modalities, so that observing touch, alone,
is insufficient to discover a PIN (e.g., through use of gaze [3, 25],
gestures [3, 7, 35], force [26]). Another approach is to allow authen-
tication without looking at the screen [10, 13, 16, 30, 32], so that
users can obscure the device during PIN or password entry (e.g.,
keeping the device in their pocket or hidden under the table).

https://doi.org/10.1145/3462244.3481001
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In this work, we describe HapticLock, an eyes-free smartphone
authentication method that enables users to enter a PIN without
looking at the device. Users enter their PIN by swiping up or down
on the touchscreen to select digits from 0–9, with the currently
selected digit played back using a Morse Code vibration pattern.
These interaction modalities allow eyes-free authentication; users
can discreetly and subtly enter their PIN with their device by their
side, in a pocket, under the table, etc. We use random start digits, so
that if the smartphone is not hidden from view, observers cannot
simply count the number of swipes to decipher a PIN. Repetitive
vertical swipes for input are also resistant to thermal and smudge
attacks because their traces will overlap on the touchscreen [1].

We present two studies investigating the usability and security
of HapticLock. Our findings show that HapticLock enables effective
non-visual authentication and is robust against observation attacks.
Our contributions include: (1) a novel smartphone authentication
method using eyes-free interaction modalities; (2) an experiment
investigating its usability and performance; and (3) an experiment
investigating its robustness against observation attacks.

2 BACKGROUND
2.1 Observational Attacks
Shoulder surfing refers to viewing someone’s information without
their consent, e.g., by glancing at their smartphone screen. Widely
used smartphone authentication methods (e.g., PINs, passwords,
lock patterns) are susceptible to observational attack by shoulder
surfing, because of the visible coupling between touchscreen input
and output. An observer simply needs to view a person unlocking
their device to discover the PIN/password/pattern/etc. Kwon et
al. [28] described a variety of methods that are used by shoulder
surfers to more adeptly detect authentication, revealing that simple
observational attacks can yield a high success rate. These could
potentially occur surprisingly often; Eiband et al. [19] found a sig-
nificant proportion of people were aware of being shoulder surfed,
or have shoulder surfed others (though not with malicious intent).

Observational attacks may occur after the time of authentica-
tion. Video recordings can be used later to observe user input and
touching the screen itself leaves residual clues for attackers. For ex-
ample, smudge attacks use fingerprint smudges left on screens [8, 9]
and thermal attacks use residual heat transferred from fingers to
the screen [1, 2], both with surprising efficacy. Such attacks are
likely to become more prevalent, with increasingly miniature and
cheaper recording devices [2] and the increased use of smartphones
to access and store sensitive information, make payments, etc.

These risks have naturally inspired a significant body of research
into methods for combating shoulder surfing. Work in this area
takes many approaches, including attack prevention and attack
detection (i.e., detecting shoulder surfing as it occurs). Attacks can
potentially be prevented by obfuscating the screen [4], such that
an attacker cannot make sense of the user’s actions. Alternative
interaction modalities have also been used to try fool attackers,
e.g., by incorporating other input modalities like back-of-device
touch [17, 37], gaze [3, 25], pressure input [26], mid-air gestures [7]
and touchscreen gestures [35, 39]. These aim to make shoulder
surfing more difficult, through use of additional input sensing.

Recent work has investigated the use of additional sensors to
detect shoulder surfing as it occurs, e.g., using gaze estimation to
detect bystanders glancing at the screen [34]. Detecting shoulder
surfers raises concerns about wrongly implicating bystanders and
infringing privacy through gaze tracking [24]. Camera-based at-
tacks would not go detected by such approaches and will become
increasingly challenging as cameras become more discreet.

In this work, we investigate a novel authentication method that
aims to reduce the efficacy of observational attacks, both at the time
of authentication and through recording. Whilst HapticLock uses
the screen for input, it does not show any information and all com-
munication with the user takes place through the haptic modality.
Swipe gestures will overlap on the touchscreen, mitigating smudge
and thermal attacks, and each authentication attempt starts with a
random digit, aiming to make counting difficult. Furthermore, users
can perform authentication with the device out of sight, e.g., in a
pocket or under a table.

2.2 Eyes-Free Authentication
Eyes-free authentication methods have been developed to allow
inconspicuous and discreet authentication. These use interaction
modalities where input actions are not coupled with visual cues
on screen, making it difficult for observers to discover how to
authenticate. For example, users could provide input using back-of-
device touch sensing [17, 37] where finger movements are occluded,
or using pressure input [26] where the amount of pressure being
applied cannot be deciphered. Another approach is to infer the
user’s identity through input characteristics; e.g., Nguyen et al. [32]
used stroke gestures for invisible PIN input, analysing the drawing
behaviour to help authenticate the user. Others have investigated
temporal passwords, e.g., Lin et al. [29] and Nguyen et al. [31] used
rhythmic tapping for input, where users tap their “tapword” [29].

Non-visual output modalities also support eyes-free authentica-
tion, e.g., using audio through headphones or vibration through
a handheld device. For example, BlindPass [16], Colorlock and
Timelock [13], Phone Lock [10], Secure Haptic Keypad [11], Spin-
Lock [12], Tactile Authentication System [27], and Vibrapass [18]
all used audio or vibration to discreetly present non-visual signals
to the user during authentication. These would only be perceived
by the user, making it more difficult for an observational attack.

HapticLock uses vibration for non-visual output; similar to these
works, its vibration patterns will only be perceived by the user,
making it difficult for an observer to decipher a PIN. Ourwork builds
on similar ideas to BlindPass [16], which used four touchscreen
gesture modes with audio feedback for eyes-free PIN entry. Three
of their gesture modes are at risk of smudge and thermal attacks,
since the touchscreen taps and strokes can be connected to the
digits in a PIN; the fourth mode, ‘Scroll’, is more resistant to these
attacks due to its overlapping touchscreen swipes [1]. When using
the Scroll mode, users swiped up/down to increase/decrease a PIN
digit, receiving audio playback of the entered digits. We use the
same swipe gestures for PIN digit entry in HapticLock, although
with vibrotactile output instead of audio. This has the advantage
of not requiring headphones for secure PIN entry, making it more
readily available. It is also appropriate for other mobile devices
where vibration is a common output modality (e.g., smartwatches).
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Figure 2: Morse Code vibration patterns for 0–9; dashes are
300ms, dots and pauses are 100ms.

2.3 Vibrotactile Number Encoding
Vibration can encode PIN digits in a variety of ways [20]. Bianchi et
al. [13] used vibration counting, where vibration quantity encodes
a PIN digit (e.g., four vibrations for the digit four). ActiVibe [14, 15]
used a combination of vibration counting and duration, counting
in multiples of five with a sequence of short vibrations for 1–4
and a longer vibration for 5 (inspired by Roman numerals). Users
can achieve good recognition performance with such approaches,
especially when a single digit is presented at a time (like with
PIN entry). However, a concern from a security perspective is the
linear relationship between vibration pattern duration and digit
value. Observational attackers could potentially infer digits from
the interval between input actions whilst perceiving a vibration.

In this work, we use Morse Code to encode digits instead. Morse
Code encodes digits from 0–9 using combinations of five short
(‘dots’) and long (‘dash’) signals, in our case using short and long
vibrations, as shown in Figure 2. These vibration patterns are easy to
learn and interpret [33, 36, 38]. From a security perspective, Morse
Code may be more robust against observation attacks because of
similarity between pattern duration. All digits have five vibrations,
and several digits have the same pattern symbols in different orders,
e.g., digits 3 and 7 both have three ‘dots’ and two ‘dashes’, so digits
are more difficult to infer if a user pauses to perceive a pattern.

3 HAPTICLOCK
We propose HapticLock, an eyes-free authentication method for
mobile devices. HapticLock allows users to discreetly enter their
PIN by swiping up/down to increase/decrease the current digit,
respectively, with Morse Code vibration patterns given as feedback.

Consider a user entering the PIN ‘1357’. First, the user swipes
until they reach the digit 1 (Figure 3a); a double-tap gesture confirms
this digit to move to the next selection (Figure 3b). Next, the user
swipes up twice (to the digit 3), confirming it with a double-tap. This
continues until digits 5 and 7 are entered correctly, at which point
authentication is complete. If a user makes a mistake, they can use a
two-finger tap to remove themost recent digit (Figure 3c). If the user
is unsure how many PIN digits have been entered, they can long
press to have the number played back as vibration (Figure 3d). This
simple gesture vocabulary can be performed discreetly and nothing
is shown on screen, as all feedback is given through vibration.

We use 300ms and 100ms vibrations for Morse Code ‘dashes’
and ‘dots’, respectively (same as Seim et al. [36]). A 100ms pause
(the ‘dot’ duration) is inserted between signals. Figure 2 shows
the vibration patterns for each digit. Each vibration pattern begins

Figure 3: HapticLock touchscreen gestures: (a) swipe up or
down to increase or decrease digit, respectively; (b) double
tap to confirm digit; (c) two-finger tap to removemost recent
digit; (d) long-press to check how many digits are entered.

playing immediately when the user swipes, interrupting any previ-
ously active vibration. This was implemented in Android using the
VibrationEffect API [5]. We used two additional vibration patterns
to give other feedback. When the user performs a two-finger tap to
remove the most recent digit, a short 100ms vibration is given as
confirmation. When the user has entered an incorrect PIN, a long
600ms vibration is given to indicate an error. These patterns allow
all interaction to take place eyes-free and use a single vibration so
are distinct from the Morse Code.

Each authentication attempt starts from a random digit, making
it more difficult for attackers to discover a PIN by counting swipes.
Users can continue swiping in the same direction to loop through
the numbers (e.g., 8→9→0→1→2), so there are no changes in di-
rection corresponding to the end digits. HapticLock uses eyes-free
input and output modalities which allow users to obscure their
device during PIN entry for further security (e.g., in a pocket, in a
bag, under a table). It is also robust against thermal and smudge at-
tacks because swipes can be performed anywhere on the screen and
will overlap, ensuring that smudges and heat traces are distorted.
Furthermore, overlapping swipe interactions have been found to
be more robust against thermal attacks than overlapping tapping
interactions [1]. Finally, our use of Morse Code makes it difficult to
infer digits from the time spent receiving the vibration patterns.

4 USABILITY EXPERIMENT
4.1 Experiment Design
We conducted an experiment to investigate the usability and PIN
entry performance of HapticLock. We evaluated HapticLock on
its own rather, rather than compare to other PIN entry methods.
HapticLock allows haptic-only PIN entry and is resistant to many
observational attacks and so addresses a gap in the literature; whilst
simpler existing methods may lead to faster PIN entry or better
usability, they do not offer the same benefits or a fair comparison.
We thus measure its performance in this context.
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We used a within-subjects design with two factors: (1) PIN length
(4 or 6 digits); and (2) start digit (random or zero), giving four
conditions in total. We selected 4-digit and 6-digit PIN lengths as
both are commonly used and allowed us to evaluate how longer
PINs might affect usability and cognitive load. We evaluated PIN
entry with each attempt starting at zero (as a baseline) and at a
random digit (as the intended design). We evaluated the zero start
digit to help assess the impact of using the Morse Code; i.e., when
starting at zero, users could simply count swipes, but the random
start digit requires use of vibration.

For each task, participants had to use HapticLock to enter a
given PIN. We used a set of predefined PINs, created such that
there were no duplicates and subsequent digits were at least two
numbers apart. Tasks started when the user first touched the screen
and ended when the PIN was entered correctly; if an incorrect PIN
was entered, users had to try again and timing continued until
the PIN was successfully entered. Tasks were presented in two
blocks (random start digit, zero start digit), in counter-balanced
order. There were 24 total tasks (six per condition).

We measured time taken per task and the number of incorrect
attempts per task. After each block, participants completed the
NASA-TLX survey [22]. At the end of the experiment, participants
completed a survey asking about their use of HapticLock. We used
ANOVA with post hoc t-tests to analyse task time as this data met
the test assumptions (continuous data, normal distribution); we
used Wilcoxon tests to analyse number of incorrect attempts and
the TLX scores, which did not satisfy these assumptions.

We conducted this study remotely by deploying the experiment
as an Android app. On the two days before the experiment, we
asked participants to complete a game where they had to identify
numbers through their Morse Code vibration pattern; this trained
them in recognising these simple vibration patterns prior to the
HapticLock experiment. The experiment itself also had training
tasks that introduced the HapticLock interactions and allowed them
to practice PIN entry. These training activities established a base-
line competence in Morse Code and increased our confidence that
participants were capable of using it effectively. Each experiment
session lasted one hour, including training tasks and surveys. Our
experiment app played white noise and we asked participants to use
headphones during the experiment, to mask any vibration sounds.

We recruited using an email list for user study recruitment in
Glasgow. Participants needed to be regular smartphone users who
owned an Android 11 device. Twenty participants were recruited
(11 female, 9 male, mean age 26.2 years, SD 6.4 years). None knew
Morse Code prior to the study. They used PIN (14), password (12),
fingerprint (9), face recognition (3) and lock patterns (2) on their
own devices.

4.2 Results
4.2.1 PIN Entry Attempts. There were 28 incorrect PIN attempts
(5.8% of tasks). Figure 4 shows total number of errors per condition.
Wilcoxon tests found no significant difference in incorrect attempts
between start digits (zero vs random: Z = .98, p = .33) and PIN
lengths (four vs six digits: Z = .77, p = .44).

4.2.2 PIN Entry Time. Mean task time was 26.5s (SD 11.1s, 95%
CI [25.47s, 27.45s]), with the fastest PIN entry taking 8.9s. For fair

Figure 4: Total incorrect PIN attempts per condition.

Figure 5: Mean task time normalised by number of digits.
Error bars show 95% CI.

Figure 6: Mean TLX scores. Error bars show 95% CI.

comparison, we calculated task time-per-digit for analysis, since
6-digit PIN entry should take longer than 4-digit PIN entry because
there are more digits. Figure 5 shows mean task time-per-digit for
each condition; the 95% CI for mean time-per-digit is [5.12s, 5.45s].

A repeated-measures ANOVA found a significant main effect
of start digit on time-per-digit: F(1, 19) = 22.2, p < .001, [𝑝 2 = .54.
A post hoc t-test found significantly faster time for the zero start
digit: t(19) = 4.71, p < .001, d = .78. There was no significant main
effect of PIN length: F(1, 19) = .51, p = .48.

4.2.3 TLX Scores. Raw TLX score [22] was computed from the
NASA-TLX surveys. Mean TLX score was 34.8 (SD 9.4). Figure 6
shows the mean score for each block of tasks (note: score was
out of 100). A Wilcoxon test did not find a significant difference
between TLX scores for the ‘zero’ and ‘random’ start digit task
blocks: Z = 1.78, p = .08.

4.2.4 Survey. We asked participants to rate agreement with three
statements using a 7-point Likert scale: Q1 I found the HapticLock
interface easy to use; Q2 I found the vibration patterns easy to
understand; and Q3 I found it easy to orient myself in the random
start digit tasks. Figure 7 shows the scale ratings.

Responses show agreement with the statements in Q1 and Q2
(median 6.0 and 5.5, respectively). There was less consensus for Q3
(median 4.5), although half of participants showed agreement.
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Figure 7: Likert scale ratings for survey questions (aligned
around the neutral response at 𝑥 = 0).

We asked participants to describe how they used HapticLock.
Most described keeping count in their head as they swiped up/down.
This was easy when digits started at zero, but less straightforward
for the random start (“the hard part was knowing where you started” ).
Several responses said they searched for a “reference point”, most
often zero or five (“those were the easiest ones to find because they
had the same vibrations” ).

We asked participants to describe how they used and perceived
the vibration patterns, since all were novice users who learned
the Morse Code digits for this experiment. These responses reveal
strategies used by unfamiliar users. Some focused on either dashes
or dots: “long vibrations ... were more noticeable”, “dots were easier to
notice”. One focused on whichever came first: “I didn’t need to wait
for the whole pattern because I could just count the number of dots or
dashes”. Another used the relative difference to identify symbols:
“you just need to feel the difference between fast and slow”.

Seven responses said they mostly ignored the Morse Code once
they knew which digit they had selected (most relevant for the
random start): e.g., “I just ignored most of them once I knew my start
point” and “after you know you have the first number, you can just
ignore them when you count in your head”. However, several said
they still used those vibration patterns as feedback about the swipe
gestures: e.g., “when you felt it vibrate you know you did the right
thing because it was kind of confirming your swipe” and “I ignored
the actual numbers but used the vibration to know it was responding”.

Vibration was useful for helping users keep track of which digit
was selected: e.g., “I used them to check I had the right number” and
“a few times I got lost or missed my swipe so I had to figure out what
number I was at using the vibrations”. One user described a strategy
where they only waited for the final pattern, as the most relevant: “if
I had to go over lots of numbers at once I would skip the vibration and
only feel for the last one - that’s the only one that matters anyway”.

4.3 Discussion
We compared HapticLock’s random start digit with a zero start digit
as a baseline for PIN entry. Starting at zero was indeed faster (mean
24.3s vs 28.6s), although this was expected: this difference is the time
cost of using the vibrotactile feedback to find a known start digit.
Whilst there was an associated time cost with locating a known
start digit from random, we did not observe significant increase
in cognitive demand via the TLX responses. There were different
strategies for finding that starting point. Some used the Morse
Code vibrations to recognise the currently selected digit, whilst
others swiped until they found a reference digit – typically zero or
five, as they consisted of all long, or short, vibrations, respectively.
With more experience, we would expect users to develop their

own strategies for efficient PIN entry, just like our participants did
within the duration of this study.

Once users knew which digit was currently selected, they kept
count in their head as they swiped between digits. This prompted a
change in how they used the vibrotactile feedback. Many started to
ignored the Morse Code itself after the first digit, using subsequent
vibrations as simple confirmation that their swipe gestures were
recognised. This allows faster input because skipping the complete
pattern and swiping was quicker than waiting for a full vibration
(ranging from 900ms for ‘5’ to 1900ms for ‘0’). We believe these
strategies contribute to the lack of significant workload increase.

Arguably the interaction could be simplified by giving a single
confirmatory vibration for each swipe, after the first digit has been
entered. Alternatively, no vibration could be given after the first
digit so users (whom often ignored subsequent vibrations) can skip
through digits quickly. However, users would often rely on the
vibration if they lost count or were unsure if a swipe gesture was
recognised, so there is value in continuing to deliver the full pattern.
Some would also pause at their reference digit (e.g., five) when
moving past, just to reassure themselves they were keeping track
correctly. Alternative haptic designs like these are a compelling
topic for future work as this could improve HapticLock’s usability.

A longer PIN will naturally take longer to enter via HapticLock,
just like a longer password will take more time to type. There is a
time and workload cost associated with finding the first digit from
a random start, although this only happens once per authentication
attempt; thus, adding more digits will, indeed, increase the overall
time, but this is the simplest part of the interaction, so we believe
this would scale well to longer secrets if desired.

Our findings also give insight into the general use of vibrotactile
Morse Code as a means of encoding digits in vibration patterns. All
of our participants were novice Morse Code users, who learned the
digits in the days before the experiment. When using HapticLock,
they did not need to recognise digits spontaneously. Context (i.e.,
prior digits) and relative change (i.e., increasing number of short
vibrations going from 1–5) simplified pattern recognition. This led
to effective interaction here and suggests the potential ease of using
vibrotactile Morse Code in other application contexts.

Our intention is not for HapticLock to be the primary method
of authenticating with a mobile device, as it is slower than widely
used methods like visual PIN and password entry. However, it
offers a usable and robust alternative for privacy-conscious users in
scenarios where shoulder surfing is prevalent [19]. Its interaction
time is modest when weighed against privacy concerns (e.g., when
accessing sensitive information or authenticating around others);
a four-digit PIN starting at a random start digit took novice users
23.5s and the first quartile time of 18.6s shows potential for faster
interaction. Long-term use of HapticLock would be supported by
the interaction strategies reported by our participants to simplify
their use of Morse Code vibration and facilitate efficient PIN entry;
a tutorial could teach these strategies to support rapid adoption.

5 SHOULDER SURFING EXPERIMENT
5.1 Experiment Design
We conducted an experiment to assess how robust HapticLock was
against observational attacks. We used a within-subjects design
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with two factors: attacker view (unobscured, obscured) and start
digit (random or zero), giving four conditions. We used four-digit
PINs in this experiment. Our threat model assumes the attacker
knows our authentication method and knows the starting point
(zero or random), but does not know the PIN. We considered video
based shoulder surfing attacks from two attacker views, which are
each feasible with our eyes-free interaction design: Unobscured:
an attacker has a clear over-the-shoulder view of the smartphone
screen; Obscured: an attacker has a side-on view of the user hold-
ing their smartphone in a jacket pocket.

For each task, participants (the attackers) viewed a video of a
user entering a PIN on a smartphone using HapticLock. They were
free to watch the videos an unlimited number of times and could
pause, zoom, and adjust playback speed and volume. Their task
was to guess the PIN, with three guesses allowed. We allowed three
guesses as this increases the likelihood of successful attack, e.g., by
allowing multiple guesses of the first digit. Many PIN systems also
lock out after three failed attempts and similar studies also allowed
three attempts [25]. There were 12 videos (three per condition),
each showing a different PIN being entered.

We measured successful attacks and the Levenshtein distance
between the PIN and the closest guess from the three attempts (as
in [25]). The Levenshtein distance indicates PIN similarity, where
smaller distances indicate greater similarity. Since the first digit is
essential for guessing subsequent digits, we also recorded if the first
digit was correctly identified. We used Wilcoxon tests to analyse
these metrics, as this non-parametric test is appropriate for these
data types. After the experiment, participants completed a survey
asking about their attack strategy.

We conducted this study using an online survey platform with
participants recruited via a local mailing list. Fifteen participants
were recruited from the UK (mean age 23.2 years, SD 1.7 years).
None participated in the usability experiment.

5.2 Results
A total of 180 attacks were completed. Only 14 were successful (8%):
13 for unobscured view with start digit zero (29% for this condition),
and one for unobscured view with a random start digit (2% for this
condition). No attacks on the obscured view were successful.

The first digit was guessed correctly in 67 attacks (37%): 41 for
the unobscured view with start digit zero (91% for this condition),
13 for the unobscured view with a random start digit (29% for this
condition), 6 for the obscured view with zero start digit (13% for
this condition) and 7 for the obscured view with random start digit
(16% for this condition). Wilcoxon tests found significantly more
correct first digits with start digit zero (Z = 5.53, p < .001), and for
the unobscured view (Z = 4.02, p < .002).

Mean Levenshtein distance was 2.79 (SD 1.14), as seen in Figure 8.
Wilcoxon tests found significantly lower distance for the zero start
digit (2.37 vs 3.22, Z = 4.52, p < .001) and for the unobscured video
view (2.48 vs 3.11, Z = 3.65, p < .001); in this case, lower Levenshtein
distance suggests less secure, as guesses were closer to the real PIN.

5.3 Discussion
This experiment showed that eyes-free PIN entry is still susceptible
to observational attack. However, it also showed that security can

Figure 8: Levenshtein distance between target PIN and best
guess from the three attempts. Smaller numbers mean
greater similarity. Error bars show 95% CI.

be increased significantly by using a random start digit (as intended
for HapticLock) or obscuring the device (as enabled by non-visual
interactionmodalities). Whilst it might seem facetious to attempt an
observational attack in these conditions, no authentication method
is perfect and there are still cues that an attacker could exploit.

The most common attack strategy described in the survey was
observing finger swipes and internally counting the entered digit.
It was not surprising that attacks were more successful with zero as
the starting digit, since counting will correctly reveal the first digit.
Only a small proportion of those first digits were converted into
successful attacks, however. When the starting digit was random,
participants were—in their own words—guessing where to start.

We believe the success rate was not higher for the {unobscured,
zero start digit} condition because it was not always obvious to the
attackers when the user had double-tapped to move to the next
digit, causing subsequent digits to be guessed incorrectly. Some
said they also looked for a change in direction to indicate moving
to the next digit; however, this was not reliable, since not all digit
sequences had a change in direction and the user could loop digits
(e.g., from 9→0→1 by swiping up, or 1→0→9 by swiping down).

Similar strategies were used for the obscured view conditions,
where the video showed a side-on view of the user’s hand in their
pocket. Although the hand was not directly visible, hand motions
were subtly noticeable and attackers tried to interpret these cues.
These attempts were unsuccessful, with 10 correct first digits but
no correct PIN guesses. These cues are likely difficult to interpret
as it would be difficult to differentiate between a swipe (to change
digit) and a double tap (to confirm digit).

A small number of participants reported attempting to listen to
the vibration patterns, especially in the obscured conditions where
vibrations against the clothing material were sometimes audible
with the volume increased. These cues were not clear enough to
decipher the Morse Code patterns, however, since body movements
resulted in barely audible cues that masked the vibration sounds.
Moreover, the user did not need to pause to check vibrations (i.e.,
skipping over digits), interrupting the vibration and making it more
difficult to try and decipher audible cues.

6 OVERALL DISCUSSION
In this paper we presented HapticLock, a novel authentication
method for mobile devices. HapticLock was designed to be resilient
to observational attacks through its use of non-visual interaction
modalities. Users enter their PIN via touchscreen swipes and tap
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gestures, with Morse Code vibrations for the currently selected PIN
digit. Each attempt begins with a random digit and all feedback is
via vibration. This makes it difficult for observers to recognise a PIN
by watching the user and allows PIN entry to an obscured device
(e.g., in a pocket or bag, under a table, held against the torso).

6.1 Usability
Our evaluation found good PIN entry performance, considering
this is an unfamiliar haptic-only PIN method. Whilst not as straight-
forward as daily authentication methods (e.g., lock patterns, PIN
keypads), HapticLock yields good PIN entry success. Most users
developed their own strategies for efficient interaction; for example,
finding zero or five as an easily recognised reference digit, then
internally counting as they swiped to select digits. The Morse Code
vibration patterns served many purposes: helping users locate the
first digit, providing implicit feedback that a swipe was recognised,
and helping users orient themselves if they lost count or were un-
sure if a gesture was recognised. Users similarly adopted methods
for easier Morse Code perception; for example, counting the ‘dots’
at the beginning or end of a pattern, or focusing on the relative
change between subsequent patterns. This extends the small body
of work investigating vibrotactile Morse Code and shows the po-
tential for easy use in other application contexts.

6.2 Resilience to Shoulder Surfing
Much like users counted their swipes internally, so too did attackers
in our shoulder surfing experiment. When the device was visible
and PIN entry started at zero, most attackers correctly identified
the first PIN digit and all but one successful attacks happened in
this condition. When PIN entry started at a random digit, attackers
had to guess the start digit, leading to low success rate. When the
device was obscured in a pocket, attackers tried to interpret subtle
motion cues; this was unsuccessful, as it was difficult to differentiate
between swipes, taps and other gestures on the screen.

In the shoulder surfing experiment, some participants described
attempted audio attacks. These participants increased volume to
listen for audible cues, e.g., as a result of clothing moving whilst
the user entered a PIN with their device in a pocket. These attacks
were not successful, because the start digit was not known, but
an interesting question for future work is whether an auditory
attack would be possible if vibration sounds could be detected. This
novel form of observation attack (via listening) shows that novel
authentication methods may lead to unexpected attack strategies,
which require mitigation. A partial solution to this could be to
reduce vibration intensity such that audible side effects are reduced.

We used four-digit and six-digit PINs in our usability experiment
and four-digit PINs in our shoulder surfing experiment. Four and six
digits are common on mobile devices (e.g., six digits is the default
on iOS) and both were usable. There was a time cost associated
with the random start digit, although this only happens once per
authentication attempt; HapticLock could also be used with longer
PINs, facilitated by the interaction strategies adopted by our users.

6.3 Intended Use
HapticLock is slower than normal PIN entry via touchscreen key-
board, so it is understandable that people would not want to use it

Figure 9: HapticLock could also be used forwearable devices,
e.g., via a touchscreen (a) or watch crown (b).

every time they unlock their device. Indeed, the associated time cost
is a limitation of this method which makes it unsuitable for high
frequency usage (e.g., each time a smartphone needs unlocked). Our
intention was to explore a secure alternative for privacy-conscious
users who are accessing sensitive information, for infrequent but
high-risk transactions (e.g., payment, cash withdrawal), or authen-
ticating in the presence of others (e.g., on public transport and in
other situations where shoulder surfing is prevalent [19], or when
thermal [2] and smudge attacks [9] may be a concern). The benefits
of eyes-free PIN entry are a worthy trade-off in such scenarios.

Our authentication method is not just limited to smartphones.
HapticLock could also be used by other wearable devices, e.g., like
in Figure 9. Input sensing needs are simple: at minimum, detecting
bidirectional input and a confirmation action. This is not limited
to touchscreens; other input modalities like a smartwatch crown
dial could be used for digit selection (as in Figure 9 (b)), robust
against shoulder surfing as the meaning of crown adjustments
would be unclear. All output is given via vibration patterns and
vibrotactile actuators, which are common in most smartwatches,
fitness trackers, etc. Smart rings could similarly be used for discreet
PIN entry, e.g., selecting digits by using the thumb to twist a ring
around the finger (like in work by Ashbrook et al. [6]).

Evaluating HapticLock on wearable devices is a compelling area
for future research. Wearable devices are increasingly being used
to access sensitive information (e.g., watch payment platforms like
Apple Pay and Garmin Pay) so protecing access is important. These
devices could also enable HapticLock to be used for PIN entry on
other devices: e.g., to unlock laptops and workstations, or for PIN
entry at ATMs and payment terminals.

7 CONCLUSION
We presented HapticLock, an authentication method for mobile
devices that uses eyes-free interaction modalities for discreet PIN
entry. We described two experiments investigating its usability
(N=20) and resistance to shoulder surfing (N=15). Our findings show
the potential of eyes-free PIN entry: HapticLock was both usable
and secure against observation. We also gained insight into how
users used HapticLock, uncovering efficient interaction strategies
and their methods for making sense of vibrotactile Morse Code.
Our authentication method is not intended to replace conventional
PIN and password entry, but to give users a secure alternative when
unlocking a device around other people or when concerned about
being shoulder surfed—which are becoming increasingly important
as mobile devices are used to access increasing amounts of personal
and sensitive information.
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